ER REFERENCES TO BE DOCKETED
ATTACHMENT 1
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d.

All dredged
and excavated materials were placed in a
confined area to prevent them from entering the
Illinois River.

e.

Only clean, properly graded, riprap material was used
in order to minimize local tu'.tbidity.

f.

surfaces were well compacted,
All cut and fill
smooth, and uniform.

g.

Where required, a uniform and dense stand of healthy
perennial grass, free from bare spots and gullies
formed by erosion, was provided.

The water supply and navigational capabilities ot the Illinois
River are not considered to have been adversely affected by
dredging or other site preparation and construction activities.
Though flooding of the cooling lake area removes 2058 acres of
The
terrestrial habitat, a major water body is in turn created.
cooling lake is different from the lotic-type environments of the
The lerltic condition of
Illinois River and South Xickapoo Creek.
the lake permits the development of new aquatic habitats and
The Upper Illinois River
waterfowl resting and staging areas.
Major specie~s
Valley is part of the Mississippi River flyway.
using the area are mallards, black ducks, lesser scaup, geene
Based on 1974 data,
(canada, snow, and blue), arid mnergansers.
about Ž7,000 diving ducks (lesser scaup, etc.), 3 million
dabbling ducks (mallards, black dunks, etc,), and 150,000 Canada
These figures represent a reduction from
geese used the flyway.

The reduction
preVioUS levels recorded d•Iring the early 1950's.
is attributed to increased siltation and chemical and organic
pollution it, the Illinois River that has reduced the amount of
food available to the birds (see CPS-ER Supplement XI, Subsection
The cooling lake could provide new habitat for some of
2.2.3).
these birds.
During construction, the average daily use of ground water is
This water is supplied from the two ornsite wells
40, 000 gpd.
This rate of pumping does not app'ear
(see Subsection 2.4.2.3.1).
In
to adversely affect the regional ground water supply.
addition, dewatering operations consist only of pumping from
collector ditches and, therefore, do not significantly affect
The installation of an extensive dewatering
ground water levels.
system has not been required for construction activities below
the ground water table since the seepage rates are low as a
result. of the impervious subsoil.
Ii.
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Mn toing Progrm

To evaluate the temporary and permanent. ecological disturbances
in the. site area, South Kickapoo Creek, and the Illinois River
since. the construction began, a 5-year monitoring program was

4,.
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instituted by CECo in early 1974.
schedule for this program.

Table 6.1I-3 shows the sampling

The following_ subsections present summary information f or the
first two years of the 5-year monitoring program being conducted
by NAICO Environmental Sciences.
The full study results appear
in the NALJCO Reports

(1975a,

additional source of data is
conducted by eE~O.

19T5b,

1976a,

An

This subsection will be updated with

additional results for the years 1976,
become available.
4.1.4.1

and 1976b).

the water quality monitoring program
1977,

and 1978 as they

Terrestrial Studies

4,.1.4..1 Summary

-

1974 sampling Results

The abundance and numbers of birds and mammals generally followed
excpected seasonal trends.
Comparisons of these trends weith the
baseline study (Dames and •¶oore 1972, 1973) and published data
Indicate that wildlife populations in habitats adjacent to the
construction area were not adversely affected by construction
activities.
No threatened or endangered wildlife species were
observed near the LSCS.
The structure and c•.position of vegetation at the sampling
locations were generally comparable to published data for central
Illinois.
Construction ac:tivities have had no apparent effect on
vagetation at the monitoring locations.
1No threatened or
endangered plants were observed near the LSCS site.
construction activities
through November 1974 involved approximately 20% of the 3060 acres to be used for the plant. site
and
cooling lake.
Most construction occurred on fallow fields that.
were not unique floristic areas and were of limited value to
wildlife.
Fifty acres of woodlands were cleared in the makeup
and blowdown corridor.
These woodlands were second-growth timber
and, at this stage of succession, did not represent an important
timber resource.
While woodlands can provide valuable habitat
for wildlife, the small amount of woodland cleared is not
considered significant in comparison to the tot~al available
woodland habitat in the surrounding area.
4.1].4.1.2

1975 samipling Ressults

_Smar

Bird and mammal population data generally reflected natural

seasonal trends.

LSCS construction activities affected portions

of a woodland wildlife monitoring location and an old field

(fallow) monitoring location.
W~ildlife populations in these
disturbed areas were adversely affected by the Toss of feeding

and "nesting habitats.

The composition and structure of vegetation at the six permanent
vegetation sampling locations were very similar to that observed
in 1974. Changes were generally related to expected natural
4,1-5
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on tlir
had no apparen~t
fluctuations.
monitorinq
at theeffect
structure of vegetation
composition or Construction
It is possible that annual growth (pri.mary
kocations.
productivity) may have been temporarily reduced in an old field
because of dust deposition from the nearby constructio'n.

Through January 1976,

about 60• of the 3060 acres to

L12

used for

the LSCS and the cooling lake had been affected by construction.
Excavation and c~learincz of vegetation in 1975 were rest~r~cted to
falloYi fields in the cooling lake basin; these areas were
The
considered to be of low value as wildlife habitat.
excavation and clearing operations probably altered the feeding
and movement r[atternis of nearby wildlife.
woodlands disturbed in 1974 in the makeup and blowdown corridor
No
were either reveqetating ux. being returned to cultivation.
erosion
Active
1975.
in
disturbed
were
areas
additional wooded

on the steep slopes of former woodland areas is temporary and

should be halted by eventual pla'%tinos of new vegetative cover.
qI, q..2 Aquatic S tudi~ess

14.1.4.2.1

§umyv-

•19714 Sampling Results

The construction of the LSCS has apparently not degrad'ed Illinois
Althouqh the concentrations of most water
River water quality.
throughout the year, on any one
fluctuated
quality parameters
at the stations upstream and
concentrations
the
date
sampling
downstream of the construction site were similar (see Tables
Water quality at the upst~ream stations in
14.1-2 and '1.1-3).
south )dckapoo Creek and at the sampling station located in the
Tlouth of the creek differed because of the Illinois River's
influence on the sampling station at the mouth (see Tables 4.1-4
and 14.1-5) . During certain times of the year, runoff fi~om the
cconstructiorn site may have caused the high suspended solids
concentrations and turhid3ity values noted at the upstream
sampling stations in South Eickapoo creek (see Table 4.1,-4).
Tables 14.1-6 and 14. -? summar.•ze the results of bacteriological
sampling from the Illinois River and South Kickapoo Creek,
Construction of the LSCS apparently had no effect
respectively,
on the bacterial concentrations in the Illinois fliver or South
Xickapoo Creek. Since fecal coliform/fecal streptococcus (FC/PS)
ratios in the rivet were often 14.0 or greater in 19714, they
PC/PS ratios in
indicated hu~man contamination (see Table 4.1-6).

the creek,

usually between q,0 and 0.7, indicated no definite

source of contamination

(see Table 141I-7).

Phytoplankton densities and biovolume in the Illinois River
Diatoms dominated the
varied seasonally and spatially.
Any changes in total
phytoplankton throughout the study.
in di.atom densities.
of
changes
phytoplankton, were a reflection
Several species indicative of an organically-enriched river were
Hone of the variations in phytoplankton densities,
encountered.
14. t-6
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'.2,4

_Consideration of .Erosion ProblemsjResuting
Construction

from

Erosion problems will be handled on an individual basis.
Becauise
of the flat
farmland through which the majority of the rights-ofway will pass, erosion is not expected except in isolated cases.
Erosion will be kept to a minimum by using existing elevation
qrades along the routes and by regrading techniques.
4.2.5

Plans for _Wildlife Protection

$ince the rights-of-way are primarily across farmland, and since
native wildlife LB seasonally subjected to the farming activities
of plowing, seeding, harvesting, etc., it is not expected that
the installation of the transmission lines will In any way impose
abnormal or unusual stresses on the wildlife of the area.
Wildlife living in forested areas that will be cleared for
transrnissions line riqhts-of-way may experience some mortality due
to construction activities and increased stress, but becausrP the
amount of forested land to be disturbed is small, overall etfects
on wildlife populations should be insignificant.
•4.2.6

Plans for Disposal of Any .Resulting Debris

CECo's construction specifications require that debris not be
allowed to collect on the right-of-way.
Any debris resulting
from the construction operation is to be collected, immediately
removed from the right-of-way, and disposed of in a legal, manner.
Burning of debris or vegetation is not permitted.
q.2,?

Restoration Plans_

CECo's construction specifications require that ruts or
depressions deeper than 6 inches be immediately graded.
Along
with the immediate clean-up requirement as described above,
compliance with this specification will ensure that the right-ofway is kept in a reasonable co:ndition throughout the construction
period.
Furthermore, CECo' s construction specifications require
that upon completion, the right-of-way surface be restored to its
pre-construction condition, thus necessitating plowing, -disc'nq,
or reseeding if the land was beinq used as pasture.
• .2.S

Lo~ss of Agricultural Productivity

Approximately 16 acres of land will be. occupied by transmission
tower bases for both routes.
Areas directly under the tower
bases will, to a large extent, retain pre-conatruction
agricultural productivity, including grazing and farming under
the larger (•5 t.o •0-foot square) bases and grazing under the
smaller (25 to 30-foot square) bases.
Farming may not always be
feasible under the smaller bases. The present land uses of the
rights-of-way are discussed in Subsection 3.9,.11.

'i.
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CONSTRUCTION I MPACT CONTROL PROGRA

*.5.1

Background

TO minimize any adverse environmental imnpact during the
construction o'" the La Salle County Station

the Commonwealth Edison Company (CECo)

-

Units 1 £ 2 (LSCS),

has committed in

Subsection 6.6.2.3.2 of the Construction Permit stage
Environmental Report (CPS-ER) to institute construction impact
control programs that include minimizing soil erosion, reseeding

and planting cleared areas,

and establishing buffer zones between

the cooling 11 ,e and adjacent farmland.

programs,

In addition to these

the Introduction of this Environmental Report (ER)

lists
three specific conditions for which CECo is responsible in
order to provide adequate environmental safeguards.
On March 22,

2*1, and 25,

Dr.

¶977,

Regulatory commission (NRC),

M4. J.

Oestmann of the Nuclear

Region III, inspected the LSCS site.

The inspection included an examiiiation of CECo's preoperational
environmental monitoring program and the environmental protection
requirements established for construction activities.
Techniques, procedures, equipment, and program results were
CECo's preparation for the implementation
selectively examined.
of the radiological environmental monitoring program was
discussed with CECo's personnel, ar~.d items from the previous NRC
environmental inspection held on March 31 and April 1 and 2,
It was found that "No items of
1976, were followed up.
noncompliance with NRC requirements were identified within the
The NRC Inspection
scope of this inspection'. (Allan 1977).
Report has been placed in the NRC's Public Document Room.
1.5.2

Responsibilities

CECo is responsible for administering the environmental programs
CECo has
designed to mitigate adverse effects of construction.
prepared documentation that describes program administration,
assigns responsibilities and authorities, details program
Environmental
req~uirements, and provides for program audits.

programs foi: the construction stage are managed by the site
construction superintendent through field engineers who oversee
activities within the job-specification-number areas to which
CECo's construction contractors are assigned
they are assigned.
those portions of the control prograir that. fall w.ithin their
areas of responsibility.
The Environmental Affairs Department of CECo has management
responsibility for the non-radiological environmental monitoring
A member of this department is designated as program
programs.
manager, with responsibilities that include scheduling, data
CECo has
review, and reporting of the monitoring results.
retained NALCO Environmental Sciences (formerly Industrial BioTest Laboratories, Inc.) of Northbrook, Illinois, to provide
sample collection and analysis services for the pre-operational
Hater chemistry
aquatic and terrestrial monitoring programs.

1.
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analysis and bacteriology services are provided by the
The
operational. Aralysis Department (OAD) of CECo.
preoperational

meteorological program is

being conducted by

In accordance with
Murray and Trettel of Northfield, Illinois.
the requirements of the construction permits, a lake management
program (see subsection 5.1.o3o5.1I} was submitted to the NRC for
their staff's approval prior to the start of filling the cooling
The
lake, which is anticipated to commence in midsummer 1977.
approved lake management program will then become part of CECo's
proposed operational monitoring program.
Radiological environmental monitoring and ITeteorological programs
are managed Ly an Administrator for Environmental Monitoring
Programs within CECO's Production Systems Analysis Departm.ent.
In accordance with CECo'S commitment to start its preoperational
radiological nRonitoring program at least 18 months before
commercial operation, monitoring began in July 1976. Airborne
radio-iodine analysis will begiln at. least 3 months before fuel
loading. The preoperational radiological program (see Subsection
6.1o5) differs from the original program stated in subsection
6.6.2.'• of the CPS-ER. The differences in the two programs are
outlined in a letter from Mr. Bolger to Mr. Youngblood dated June
15, 1976 (see Appendix fI.5A). The radiological monitoring
programs will be conducted by Eberline Instrument Corporation of
West Chicago, Illinois.
4.5o.3
4.5.3.1

Control Measures
Erosion

Efforts to minimize adverse environmental effects of isite during
the construction period include CECo' s commitments to minimize
soil erosion, reseed and plant cleared areas, arid establish
buffer zones between the cooling lake and adjacent farmland.
A Soil Erosion Control
Seeding and planting are subcontracted.
Inspection Report is being used during the course of construction
to document surveillance of soil erosion controls, seeding, and
planting.
All borrow areas for the dike mate~Iia Ivere within the plant and
material was moved by the most
cooling lake areas.
All fill
Stockpiles were not made unless they were
direct routes.
Any stockpilinq of dike
considered absolutely essential.
Drainage ditches
material was confined to the cooling lake area.
around the lake perimeter were installed before peripheral dike
construction began.
All debris was buried in borrow pits wi£th a
On slopes subject to erosion or
minimum of 6 feet of soil cover.
wind damage, a uniform and dense stand of perennial grass was
placed.
Rock riprap is used to protect the interiors of the
Perimeter drainage ditches at the toe of these dikes have
dikes.
At river
a grass lining for protection against erosion.
structures, riprap and seeding work was used to ensure prote'ction
against soil erosion.

11.5-2
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4.5.3.2

Dust

onsite
Most construction roads have a stone and gravel surface.
to
control
dust.
areas that become dusty are watered as necessary

The construction at the si~te is continuously monitored with two
onsite dust monitors: one at the sewage treatment plant and one
in a laydown area. These dust monitors are inspected monthly by
the Operational Analysis Department. A record of these readings
is

maintained on the site.

A daily visual dust inspection is

also conducted.
/4.5.3.3 Noise

Vehicle muffler requirements are erforced as pdrt of the r'oise
control program.
*.5,3./4

;'~irtnpoation..Access

The existing road system and bridges are used during the

construction period except for service roads specifically
constructed for river structure work (see Subsection 4.1.2).
provisionu adopted in the construction of the intake and

The

discharge structures on the Illinois River are described in
Subsection

4.1.3.

The dredge material from the construction of the river intake and
discharge structures was loaded onto trucks and removed from the
river bank site far disposal in a bermed area approximately 500
The disposall was performed by
feet away from these structures.
the contractor responsible for the river structures 'work as
specified in the U.S. Army Corps of Engineer's Permit issued on
April 5, 197/4.
/4.5.3.6 Aquatic and Terrestrial Ecoloqy

The preoperat iona 1 non-radiological environmental monitoring
program fulfills the coz'w~tments made by CECo in the CPS-ER (see
Subsection 6.6.2./4) and meets the requirement of the construction
This monitoring program is
permit authorized by. the AEC (tNRC).
described in sections 4.1 and 6.1 Of this Environmental Report.
1#.5,3.7

Oisar

hmclWse

To prevent spilled fuels or lubricants and chemical wastes from
entering the Illinois River and to control any spills that might
occur during the construction of the river structuzes. there are
three 275-gallon tanks and one 500-gallon tank for oil waste
When required, the contents of these tanks are emptied
storage.
by the Len: Company of Joliet and are hauled off site for
commercial use,

/4*5-3
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For routine
releases
annual
average and
X/Q for
values
computed
for effluent
actual site
boundary
distances
the were
following
radial distances: 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, 4.5, 7.5, 15.0, 25.0,
35.0, and 45.0 miles.
The joint frequency distribution data of
wind direction and wind speed by atmospheric stability class fron
the Dresden meteorological tower at the 300-foot level are used
as meteorological data input for annual average diffusion
estimates.
Calms are assigned a wind speed of one-half the
threshold speed of the vane or anemometer (whichever is higher)
and a wind direction in proportion to the directional
distribution, within a stability class, of the lowest non-calm

wind speed category.

Ground-level sector average values of X/Q based on the Joint
frequency statistics of wind and stability are computed from the
following equation:

kj XUj'zk

L2

)lk'Jk

where
(X/Q]k

=

annual average relative ground-level concentrations
(sec/rn 3 ) , in

the ith

downwind sector;

Fijk = joint frequency distribution at ith wind
-direction, ith wind speed category, aand kth

stability class;

x

=

downwind distance (meters);

Uj= mean wind speed in the jth wind speed category
(meters/sec) ;
Uzk=

vertical diffusion parameter at distance x for
the kth stability class (meters); and

he

=

effective plume height (meters).

The determination of the effective plume height and the vertical

diffusion parameter utilizes the same methodology as described in
Subsection 6.1.3.2.1.
6.1.4oq

n

6.1.4.1

Geology and Soils

Basic an'• detailed geologic, seismic, and foundation
characteristics of the LSCS site were investigated through a
program of literature reviews, field exploration, and laboratory
testing.
Methods of determining the geologic, seismic, and
foundation characteristics of the site are described in this
subsection.
Methods of determining ground water levels, quality,
and usage are described in Subsection 6.1.2.1.
6. 1-28
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geologic maps and literature,

aerial photographs.

In the office,
gravity survey data, water well logs, and topographic maps were
Universities and local, state, and federal agencies
studied.

were contacted to obtain all available geologic information.
addition, the data generated in the field exploration and
laboratory testing were evaluated.

In

The field exploration consisted of geologic reconnaissance,

geologic mapping, subsurface exploration, and geophysical
exploration. A geologic reconnaissance of the site and the
surrounding area was undertaken in order to examine surface
features and to evaluate geologic condition at the site. The
reconnaissance included an inspection of the topograph~y, surface
drainage, surficial soils, excavations, and bedrock outcrops in
the llinois River valley.
Geologic maps were derived from the available literature and were
modified from boring and test pit data. The topography was
mapped using low level aerial photographs.
The subsurface soil, rock, and ground water conditions in the
site area were explored by drilling 242 borings to depths ranging
Soil
from 10.5 to 360 feet below the existing ground surface.
borings were drilled with truck-mounted auger and rotary wash
equipment; rock was cored with double tube NX coring equipment.
In addition, 43 test pits were excavated with backhoes in the
vicinity of the- plant in order to determine the geologic and soil
The test
classifications of the materials underlying the area.
pits ranged in depth from 7.5 to 12.0 feet below the existing
ground surface.
Soil samples for laboratory testing were obtained with a Dames
Moore sampler. A standard 2-inch diameter spilt-spoon sampler
was used to obtain sampl~es in very compact soils that could not
Samples were taken
be penetrated by the Dames & Moore sampler.
the sampler
pushing
with the Dames & Moore sampler by either
weight
3L•0-pound
a
with
sampler
the
driving
by
hydraulically or
samples were taken with the standard splitfalling 30 inches.
spoon sampler by driving the sampler with either a 340-pound
weight falling 30 inches or a 140-pound weight falling 30 inches.
Geophysical explorations were made to determine the dynamic
The explorations
properties of the underlying soil and rock.
conducted included geophysical refraction surveys and shear wave
velocity surveys. The explorations were made to measL're
compressional and shear wave velocities, interval velocities, and
the predominant period of ground motion at the site.
In the laboratory, representative soil samples and rock cores
from the test borings and excavations were subjected to static
and dynamic tests to establish the physical characteristics of
Static tests consisted of direct unconfined
the soil and rock.
compression, triaxial compr~ession, compaction, consolidation,
permeability, particle size analysis, clay mineral analysis,
6. 1-29
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Atterberg
limits,Dynamic
moisture
determination,
density
determination.
tests
consisted of and
cyclic
triaxial
compression, resonant column, and shockscope.
6.1.4.o2

6. 1.4.2.1

Land Use and Demoqraphic Sureyg

Land UseSurveys

Land use at the LSCS site and its environs was determined from
aerial photographs, U.S.G.S. topographic maps, literature
research, and site visits.
The aerial photographs provided an
overview of the site and environs and showed them in relation to
cities, rivers, and other geographic features.
They also
illustrated land use divisions at the site.
U.S.G.S. topographic
maps oriented and sealed the site to its environs.
The
literature provided crop and employment statistics and
information on transportation routes near the LSCS.
The
publications came from various federal, state, and local agencies
and from private sources.
Actual site visits provided more
specific land use data and confirmed information from maps and
literature.
6. 1.4. 2.2

Demographic.S~urveys

The U.S. Bureau of the Census MEDLIST (Master Enumeration
District List) was used to determine the 1970 population
distribution for the area within 50 miles of the site. The
MEDLIST contains the 1970 population of states, counties,
townships, and enumeration districts.
Enumeration districts are
low-population statistical units. Within each enumeration
district the Census Bureau has designated a point as the centroid
in order to give each enumeration district a geographic location.
The enumeration district centroid coordinates are also on the
MEDLIST.
These centroids are not necessarily the geographic
center of the enumeration district.
They are chosen as the point
that "best" represents the population distribution within the
enumeration district.
since the populations of the enumeration districts are associated
with the centroids, the centroid for sparsely populated areas may
cause zero populations in annular sectors in which the actual
population is not, in fact, zero.
A smoothing technique was
developed by Sargent & Lundy to modify the MEDLIST data so as to
distribute the population of the enumeration district over a
finite area surrounding the centroid of the district.
The population projections for 1980, 1990, 2000, 2010, and 2020
were made using a modified ratio technique.
The modified ratio
technique is used by professional demographers and is based on
the knowledge that the population of large areas is more
accurately predicted than that of small areas and assumes that
the ratio of the population of the smaller area (such as the
township) to the population of the larger area (such as the
state) changes at a constant rate. To determine the rate of
6. 1-30
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change of the ratio, a historic base period is required.
The
base period for the projections made in thi3 report is 1960-1910.
The ratio te~chnique was modified in such a w'.y that the change in
the ratio established during the base period is maintained for
This
20 years, but then gradually decreased to zero.
the first
rate
of
the
modification considers the fact that the growth
smaller area may differ signi.ficantly from that of the larger
area during the base period and allows it to differ for the few
years following, but realizes that at some point in time, the
growth rates of the two areas will become the same.
The modified ratio technique was applied to the ratio of the
The state
township population to the state population.
population was projected geometrically using the growth rate of
the state during the base period.
For greater accuracy in the 0 to 5-tmile region, an onsite house
To determine the population
count was conducted in August 1975.
of the area, the number of houses counted was multiplied by 3.1I
(the average number of people per household based on Census
The future populations
for the area).
Bureau MEDLIST statistics
were projected on the basis of the 1975 house count and the
modified ratio technique.
6.1. 4.3

Parameters

Egclqla

6.1I.4.3.1I

Baseline Program

Five terrestrial ecological baseline sampling periods were used
by Dames & Moore of Cincinnati, Ohio, at the LSCS site and
environs. These periods were:
a.

Summer 1971

July 26 through 29

b.

winter 1971

December 19 through 23

c.

Spring 1972

April

d.

Summer 1912

July 17 through 20

e.

Fall 1972

October 30 through November 6

Table 6.1I-9 lists
6.1I.q. 3. 1.1

10 through 13

the parameters sampled during each period.

Sampling Stations

area was
For the purpose of vegetation study, the LSCS site
divided i•nto four biological zones (see Figure 6.1I-4 and
Within each of these zones, permanent
Subsection 2.2,,2.4.1).
The
sampling stations were established (see Figure 6.1I-5).
sainpliug station locations were selected so as to be
representative of the various habitat types that exist in the
The sampled types include remnants of natural
LSCS area.
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grassland,
pasture,
u~a.
•,di
floodplain
field,
and agricultural
cropland.
These
saz1piir• forest,
¶d.t~tioosfallow
are described
and their locations, which are all identified by a larqz dout ~as
plant-Boil stations in Figure 6.1-5, are justified in the
paragraphs that follow.
st atons 1-Ao 1-B,

and 1-C are close to areas that have been
subjected to differer~t management practices.
Their location,
near South Kickapoo Creek, makes it pos~sible to compare several
stages of old field succession and to compare the plant-soil
relationships of different soilB and topography.
In the waters
and sediments of this creek, lateral movements of pesticides,
heavy metals, and other chemicals from adjacent agricultural land
might be detected.
The food, water, and cover conditions at
these stations provide nearly ideal conditions for a variety of
wildlife species and offer an opportunity for documenting various
characteristics of mammal and bird populations.
Sampling Station 1-A is located next to Station 1-B.
The
presence of several large old oak trees scattered tl, roughout the
station area suggests. that these trees survived past land
clearing activity.
Previously cultivated, the area has been
fallow for 2 or 3 years.
The prevailing vegetation consists of
numerous annual grasses and forbs.
Some perennial weedy forbs
have also established themselves.
Sampling Station 1-B is located next to, and in the upper
drainage area of, south Kickapoo Creek.
The local vegetation
consists of scattered medium-tall to tall broadleaf deciduous
trees, primarily oaks.
Generally speaking, the stand lacks trees
of intermediate stature.
The lower canopy includes a variety of
species in the sapling stage of development and several other
species that are normally of low stature.
The station is located
on a moderately eroded north-facing slope of Q% to 7% grade.
Station 3_-A was selected becauee it permits documentation of the
physical and chemical properties of forest soils prior to
disturbance, which serves as a reference for current and future
comparisons.
This station also permits documentation of the
character of the floodplain woodlands and comparisons between the
biotic populations of the floodplain with those of the upland
forest of Station 8-A. The station is located in the lowland or
floodplain forest near the Illinois River. The forest stand is
comprised of broadleaved deciduous species with dominant trees of
moderately tall stature.
The stand iE multi-layered in vertical
structure; the total crowns form a closed canopy over most of the
area.
The shrub layer is well-developed, consisting of shrub
species and saplings. Ground flora is sparse while the litter
layer is relatively uniform and unusually thick.
The litter
apparently includes increments of several seasons.
Station S was selected to provide base reference soil.
characteristics for comparison with those of other sampling
stations.
Because this station is located in an old cemetery,
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of 'permit
representative
he closely3tati
to
on comparisons
Station-torelative eviluatiurns of the agricultural influence.

:.• •i r•uired
n'.duu cc-•j
the soiliemenrt
ions.
presett

Gravestones datting back to 1811 were observed at Station 5, so it
The
seems unlikely that the area has ever been cultivated.
station is well isolated from croplands, which means that chance
establishment Of plants normally associated with cropping
The limited sampling area is located next
practices is unlikely.
The sampled
to a I enceline, opposite the cemetery proper.
vegetation is dominated by big bluesterw, a principal graus
The vegetation has been
species of the presettlement prairie.
disturbed somewhat, and was perhaps lightly grazed by horses.
Only biomass production samples were collected at this station.
Station 8-A was selected, as was Station 3-A, to peri.41t
documentation of the physical and chemical properties of forest
These serve as reference for current
soils prior to disturbance.
The station also permits analyses of
and future comparisons.
various parameters of the woodland vegetation for comparison with
other prevailing vegetation as well as post-disturbance stages of
vegetational development.
Station 8-A is located on the upland at the crest of the rough
Ne.sr the
terrain that parallels the Illinois River floodplain.
periphery of the forested areas, the selected forest stand is of
broadleaf deciduous composition and is irregul1ar in vertical
For the most
The dominant trees are medium-tall.
structure.
part, the tree crowns form a closed canopy with some scattered
The shrub layer is irregular and ground flora are
openings.
layer c~onsists primarily of a
The litter
relatively sparse.
The ground level
thick cover of recently fallen leaves.
decreases in a northern direction at an 8J to 14% grade.
Significant active erosion is not apparent.
Station 10 was selected for the purpose of detecting t~he
This station
environmental impact of the transmission line.
permits analysis of the physical impact of the construction and
maintenance of the transmission line.
The station permits evaluation of the character of the upland
forest and of the composition, density, and distribution of fauna
It also provides for
associated with the upland forest habitat.
comparisons of plant-soil relationships beneath, and on either
side of, the transmission line.
Station 10 is located in the upper elevations of the rough
The generally northterrain that parallels the Illinois R~iver.
Active erosion is
facing slopes range from 13• to 24% grade.
apparent on the steeper grades with drainageways perpendicular to
Grazing cattle undoubtedly cause the
the transmission line.
'the forest stand is composed of
erosion rate to increase.
The crowns of the codominant
broadleaf deciduous (oak) species.
Hophornbeam, sugar maple,
canopy.
closed
trees form a unifo~rm
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and
slhaqbark
£i
areground
locally
jlnF~ort~ant.
There is
no shrub
lay.?rhi an(d th,•
flora
are sparse.

virtually

on 12 i'oaeof several sites sale-.ted for continuous
.iocurncntatjon of tu~e ",ucession.il change, thdt follows abanidonment
o± a•iricultura1 practic.es.
The eltation permits documentation of
the pr~vvaiiinq character of soils and soil-plant relationships
that may chatiqe as the cooling lake is created.
It is one of a
ietwork ot staltions used for docunmentinqg thie phonology of the
plant :•pt'cies that may be altered by meteorological c|,anges that
Could follow creation of thbc cooling lake.
The stat-ion also
piovide~s for docuhmentation of the prei'ailing hiot~a and for
let:cot ion ot possible changews i~n biotic relationships that may
:oritsl.jnd with, the (ilii iq
of the co~oling lake and subsequent
,establistirnent, of its
shoreline.
Station 12 is located in
,•l) atid0ZiO41
Iarmi
and.
Trees;
and
shrubs
are al-sent.* [lerhaceouls
1
:•[:eci,,.' such as grasses and [.t h annual and perennial :orbs are
t h..• m,,jor spe,.ci rs.
sqtalt

•tqtti jOlt 1" provides tor doc'umentation and comnparisons of
siaccets j[or,.,I phenomena chal acter ist ic of agricultural, land that
is• aplrtoxirtitly 5 years remove., from cultivation.
It is a
tavoril~l.' lo,,at ion for dtetctiit;q possible miqratioias arnd/or
:.•)pt!l.l~t

(i•) (hit IL1(s ot

the cied',,io)n ,t

itisuct s

the coolinQ

anid mnam~alis that
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re.sult from
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Ot
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In addition to the sampling
programs conducted at these
individually described sampling locations, a general survey of
the local flora of the LSCS area was made during each sampling
Voucher specimens were collected and deposited in the
period,
Ball State University Herbarium in Muncie, Indiana.
A detailed vegetation/land use map of the LSCS site area was made
Since each section in Brookfield Townmship is
(see Figure 2.2-3).
bordered by a road, the investigators drove along the side of
habitat
each section and measured the length of each field (i.e.,
The
Aerial photographs were used to check field values.
type).
outline of each habitat was traced onto a mylar overlay on an
aerial photograph.
6.1.4.3.1.2

Veeain

Sampling Plots

Within m~ost of the sampling stations used in

the October 1972

studp, permanent circular plots were established to encompass

There were three such
uniform characteristics of the station.
in
Station 15: and one
plots
two
and
10;
3-A
plots in Stations

plot in Stations 1-A,

1-B,

and 1-C.

Station 5. The radius used in
was 11.28 meters (37,01 feet).
0.04 hectares.

NO plot was established in

establishing the circular plots
The area thus equals 400 mt or

Within each of these circular plots, five subplots were
established at 72* 1ntervals about the center hub of the circular

plot. The first designated subplot was located due north (00)
and 7 meters from the center hub. All other subplots were

Individual
established at similar distances from the hub center.
The 400-°m t
subplots encompass an areal surface of 10 mt,
circular plot was adopted as a standard for sampling all woody
All
stems exceeding 2.5 cm in diameter at breast height (dbh).

such stems were recorded in numerical sequence in accord with an
angular intercept, l•eginning at 00 and rotated clockwise about

Stems so recorded were identified by
the center hub of the plot.
species and diameter (dbh), the latter estimated by use of a
This system of
diameter tape calibrated in the metric system.
recording is essentially-a crude plot map that can be used at a
later date to determine the mortality and ingrowth of stems that
have attained a dbh exceeding the adopted lower limit.
layer
The characteristics of the lesser vegetation and litter
were recorded using the subplot (10 wE) as a basic areal unit.
All woody stems of less than 2.5 cm dbh were identified and
Grasses and forbs within the subplot
inventoried by species.
The pereentaae
•were identified and listed only as being present.
a.-d by individual herbaceous
of. surface area covered by litter
species was also recorded using an index as reportzed by Phillips
The nature of the index is shown in the listing on the
(1959).
following page:
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COVER DEIREES BY GUIDED ESTIMATE
INDEX SCALE

PERCENT RANGE OF COVER

X

0-

1
2
3

1
10
25

4

5

50

75

-

AVERAGE PERCENT OF COVER

0.9

0.1

9.9

5.0
17.5

214.9

-

1j9.9

37.5

-

714*9

62.5
87.5

100.0

This index combines cover and abundance characteristics and
yields an average percentage cover that allows the combining of
figures from several sample units.
With this index, an average
for multiple sampling units may be obtained.
Species d'nsity is the number of individuals of a given species
that occurs within a unit area.
In this analysis of vegetation,
density ,elationships were employed to characterize the forest or
2 ) used as a basic
woodland habitats.
In the circular plot (400 in
sampling unit, the number of tree stems exceeding 2.5 cm dbh were
counted for each species present in a given plot.
All species
totals were multiplied by a factor of 25 in order to express the
results in terms of hectares.
Similar calculations were made for
species present in each of the three circular plots.
The three
expanded figures for each species were averaged.
The density of
a species reported for a given sampling station is expressed ais
the number of stems per hectare.
Cumulative basal area for a given species is an index value of
the importance or dominance of the species in relation to similar
vralues for other associated species.
In calculations for this
study, tre'z diameters recorded during the field survey were
transposed into basal area equivalents by use of a conversion
chart (Cox 1967).
Basal area values for all stems of each

species present in a given circular plot (400

in2 )

were sumumed.

The cumulative basal area for each species was multiplied by a
(actor of 25.
Subsequent calculations were the same as those
used in estimating species density.
The basal area of each
species reported for a given sampling station is expressed in
square meters per hectare.
For woody stems of less than 2.5 cm dbh, the basic sampling unit
was the su•bplot (10 inr).
The number of stems for each species
present in a given subplot was multiplied by a factor of 1000.
Similar calculations were made for each of the 15 subplots.
The
species totals (numbers of stems) for each subplot were then

summed and an average calculated.

The densities for each species

present in a given sampling station is
stems per hectare.

reported as a number of

Grasses and fo~bs of a given sampling station were characterized
by a frequency parameter.
Frequency is a measure of the
distribution of a species and is expressed as a percentage of the
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plots.
a species
times
as sample
the standard
used of
mr) wasnumber
subplot in (10a given
the occurs
this study,
For a specific sampling station or habitat
sample area.
the calculation of a species frequency entailed dividing
total number of established sample units into the number
sample units in which the given species was present, the
being expressed as a percentage.

In of
size
type,
the
of
dividend

Cover relationships were estimated for the same species and
sample units considered in the frequency estimates. The index
scale reported in Phillips (1959), described previously, was used
to estimate cover relationships.
Vegetative materials for estimating biomass productivity were
The size of a plot depended on
collected from measured plots.
The harvested
the character of the materials being harvested.
materials w~ere placed in paper bags and stored in a commercial
Along with other materials collected
freezer near the LSCS site.
in the field, the vegetation samples were subsequently
transported frozen to the Dames £ Moore Laboratory in Cincinnati
and stored until processed.
Biomass production samples were removed f~>• cold storage and
dried for a period of qI8 hours at 800 C. The samples were then
Weights were expanded by the appropriate ratio factor
weighed.
and reported in thousands of kilogramr per hectare.
Additional vegetation samples were collected to be analyzed for
The species
heavy metal concentrations and pesticide residues.
selected for analysis included big bluestem, yellow foxtail,
collected materials were
lambsquarters, corn, and soybeans.
placed in glass jars previously washed with petroleum ether,
rinsed in acetone, and air dried. Aluminum foil was placed over
These samples were
the opening of the Jar before it was sealed.
also stored frozen.
The vegetative materials collected for analyses of potentially
toxic metal and pesticide concentrations have not been processed
because an alternate program for detecting concentrations of
those substances in the biosphere has been adopted.
The deteriorated condition of most collected plant materials
caused investigators to doubt the effectiveness of analyzing
Because a killing frost had occurred before the plant
them.
collections1 much of the vegetation was in an advanced state of
F'urthermore, the plant materials were undoubtedly
senescence.
Strongly leached due to the unusual amount and prolonged duration
In view of this situation1 it seemed best to place
of rainfall.
It was
emphasis upon analyzing soil samples and animal tissues.
further believed that if high concentrations of toxic substances
in the soil appeared to be positively correlated with high
concentrations in animal tissues, certain of the plant materials
could be analyzed later in an effort to determine how the toxic
substances are cycled through the biosphere.
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Interpretations
based on
theage
characteristics
of tree increment
cores help to estimate
the
structure, developmental
history,
and contemporary dynamics of a forest stand.
An increment borer
extracts small cross-sectional cylinders of wood from the base of
living trees.
The extracted cores must include the pith or
annual increments very close to the pith of the tree.
Eccentricity in diameter growth, previous injury, andfor interior
decay of the tree bole frequently preclude the extraction of
useful increment cores.
For thi.s reason, extracting cores is an
exacting and time-consuming pi. :edure.
Increment cores were sampled in each of the forest habitats
selected for study.
Trees were selected rather arbitrarily
for
samplin;.
In general, only the principal species of the stand
were sampled.
Where a component species was represented by trees
of differing size, individuals were sampled so as to be
representative of these differences.
Though the foregoing served
as a general guide, any tree or trees were sampled if they were
considered particularly indicative of stand character.
For the
most part, the areas encompassed by the permanent circular plots
were avoided in selecting trees to be bored.
There is some

evidence that borings cause an increased incidence of fungi and
bacterial organisms.
Because the circular plots akre intended as
permanent sampling units, these areas were generally avoided.
Borings were made as low as possible, usually 10 inches above the
ground.
This practice minimizes the possible error in estimating
the number of years required for the given tree to attain a
height equal to the boring position.
In a number of instances
however, butt-rot prevented the extraction of sound cores at the
10-inch height.
In such cases, another boring height, usually
4.5 feet above ground level, was chosen.
This practice was not
always successful.
Following extraction of usable samples, the

increment cores were placed in plastic casings.
labeled with sampling station,
in fori~aation.

tree species,

Casings were

and diameter

The processing of tree increment cores entailed preparation of
mounting bases.
TheSe were fashioned from uniformly slender
strips
of lumber, cut to convenient length, and dattoed
(specially grooved) on one face of the strip.
Incremient cores
were extracted from the plastic casings and placed in the datto
of the mounting bases.
In positioning the cores, care was taken
such that the longitudinal axes of wood cells were oriented in
vertical position.
Cores and bases were placed in press and the
core allowed to dry.
Subsequently, the cores were glued to the
mounting bases.
After the glue had set, the mounted cores were
placed in an appropriate form and sanded with progressively finer

grades of sandpaper.
Final polishing was accomplished with very
fine emery cloth. The cores were then read under various powers
of magnification.
R~ecorded information for a given increment
core included the number of annual increments, the chronology of
significant changes in the growth rate,
and distinctive discolorations.
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6.1.4.3. 1.3 Mammal Study Areas
Twelve separate mammal sampling areas (ti-aplines) were censused
study area
during the baseline study (see Table 6.1I-10).
locations and identification numbers are described in the
The locations of Study Areas 1 through 9
following paragraphs.
are shown in Figure 6.1-4.
Study Area 1 was established on the Ballard farm in Section 9,
Station I of the trapline was in the
Township 32N, Range 5E.
The trapline extended east to
northeast corner of the barnyard.
This
Station 11 where it turned northeast to its last station.
trapline was located within the LSCS property but is not flooded
by the cooling lake.
During the october 1972 study, a new trapline was laid out at
This trapline consisted of three segments laid out
this area.
along South Kickapoo Creek in the NE 11/4 of Section 8, T-32-N, R5-E.
The landmark reference for initial stations of the trapline
was the junction of South Kickapoo Creek and the north-south road
between Sections 8 and 9. One segment of the ti':pline consisted
of 1? trap sets, spaced at 230-foot intervals, a.td laid out along
the edge of the wooded &:ea that more or less parallels the east
A second segment of the trapline,
bank of South Kickapoo Creek.
also of 17 trap sets spaced at 230-foot intervals, was laid out
It was
on the east side, immediately adjacent to the creek bed.
The
thus almost parallel to the first portion of the trapline,
third segment of the trapline was located on the opposite side of
South Kickapoo Creek, which is also a wooded area. This segment
This
consisted of 15 trap sets spaced at 270-foot intervals.
sampling station lies to the northwest of the dike and cooling
lake shown in Figure 6.1I-5 and thus is not inundated.
Stuy.Are 2was established on the Manley farm in Section 10,
32N, SE. The trapline began near the southeast corner of the
This trapline was on LSCS property
barn and extended southward.
that is flooded by the cooling lake.
Study Area 3 was established in a habitat representative of the
Illinois River floodplain in Section 19, Township 33N, Range 5E.
The trapline began in the woodland border near an open field
approximately 30 meters (98 feet) south of the river and followed
the border east, then southeast, and finally south to its end.
In the October 1972 survey, a new trapline was established at
It included portions of the
this area on the river floodplain.
northeast corner of Section 28 and the southwest corner of
The trapline
Section 21, T-33-N, R-5-E (see Figure 6.1-5).
Each of these included eight trapping
consisted of two segments.
One
stations where one large and one small livetrap were placed.
segment of the trapline was laid out in relatively dense woods
The other segment
with trap sets spaced at 75-foot intervals.
was laid out such that most trap sets were located at the edge of
Some
the woods.
Spacing intervals were a~pproximately 250 feet.
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of these trap sets were placed at the edge of wooded areas
immediately adjacent to the Illinois River.
Study Area £4 was established as a control area on the roadside
along the widman farm beginning at the junction of sections 28,
29, 32, and 33, Township 32N, Range 5E.
It extended north, ofl
the west side of the road, between sections 28 and 29.
The 20
stations are marked by numbered aluminum tags wired to the bottom
strand of a barbed wire fence.
The control area is undisturbed
by plant construction and serves as an index of comparison in the
assessment of any possible change in the fauna of areas disturbed
by construction.
study Area 5 was established in the southern half of Maxton
cemetery in the SW 1/4 or the NW 1/4 of Section 2, Township 32N,
Range 5E.
The vegetation on this site was representative of the
Grand Prairie division in the State of Illinois.
Permanent
trapping stations were not established as they were in the
previously established study areas.
The traps were set
approximately 2 meters (6.5 feet) apart along the fenceline that
is a part of the cemetery's boundary.
Study Area 6 was established in herbaceous cover typical of the
marginal fallow and grazed land on the north area.
It extended
from south to north in Section 33r Township 33N4, Range 5E.
study Area 7 was established to represent the wooded sloping
portion of the lower bluff area in section 29, Township 3314,
flange 5E.
study Area 8 was established on the floodplain of the Illinois
River in Section 29, Township 33N4, Range 5E.
It was located next
to Wildlife survey Route 1 near the base cf t:he bluff area.
stud
Ara 9was located on the former Ulgolini farm in the former
expanded cooling lake area east of the end of Wildlife Survey
Route 1.
study Area 10 had a small mammal trapping grid laid out in a
soybean field located in the southwest corner of Section 21 (see
Figure 6.1-5).
The trapping grid consisted of several traplines.
The traps were set in four lines, each paralleling the east-west
road.
Lines were established 50 feet apart,
For each line, 25
trap sets were made at. 25-foot intervals.
At this same sampling
station, a mammal trapline was laid out in narrow strips of
grassland extending along both sides of the road between Sections
21 and 28, T-32-N, R-5-E (see F7igure 6. 1-5).
The raccoon-sized
traps were used in the trapline, Which consisted of 40 trap sets
spaced at 250-foot intervals.
At Sttudy Area 11, a trapline was established which was located
(at shortest distance) approximately 1.5 miles north Cf the
cooling lake (see Figure 6.1-5).
This trapline consisted of
three parallel segments that also paralleled an existing power
6 .1-11O
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transmission
line of
Each segment
of the
traplirne included
20 east-west
trap sets orientatiLon
spaced at 150-foot
intervals.
The
interior segment of the trapline was laid out directly under the
transmission line.
The easternmost trap s&. was made at the base
of the second pylon wesE of the intersect.•oa
of the transmission
line and the north-south road in Section 33.
The exterior
segments of the trapline were established about 150 ft on either
side of the interior segment. With the excep':i~n of the cleared
right-of-way beneath the tr~ansmission line, thr trapline was laid
out in a forest.
At Study Area.]2, a mammal trapping grid was laid out in the
southwest corner of Section 16, T-32-N, R-5-E (see Figure 6.1-5).
The grid consisted of five lines of trap• spaced 200 feet apart.
Each line included five raccoon-sized firetraps spaced at 200foot intervals.
The cooling lake surrounds this sampling station
in three cardinal directions.
All study areas except for *S consisted of a small mammal
trapline with 60 snaptraps (20 rat traps and q40 mouse traps).
These were set three traps per station at 20 stations established
15 meters (49 feet) apart.
Also at times a rat trap and two
mouse traps were set within 2 meters (6.5 feet) of each evennumbered station marker and three mouse traps at each oddnumbered station.
Study Area 5 had a trapline of 40 mouse traps
only.
All traps were baited as necessary with peanut butter
and/or rolled oats.
Observations and counts of mammals and mammal signs (i~e. 1
tracks, burrows, scats, etc.) were recorded during each survey
period in both the study areas and on the three wildlife survey
routes (see subsection 6.1.4.3.1).
Road kills and observations
made during the course of other fieldwork were recorded.
Bats
were collected at dusk by shooting with a .22 rifle and a .410
shotgun.
Each small mammal was assigned a collector's number as soon as it
was brought in fr-om the f.'eld.
Data recorded with each assigned
collector,'s number included:
a.

date of collection;

b.

place of collection, including study area and
trapline station number;

c.

species name;

d.

sex;

e.

total body length in millimeters (ram); i.e., the
distance from the tip of the nose to the end of the
last tail vertebra, measured on the dorsal surface of
the animal;
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f.

tail lengyth
proximal
end (Imn):
of thei.e.,
tail the
to distance
the distalfroni
end the
of the
last tail vertebra, measured on the dorsal surface of
the tail while the tail is extended at a right angle
from the dorsal surface of the body:

g.

h~ind foot length (mii): ioe., the distance from the
heel to the tip of the longest claw;

h.

lenqthoof ear (mm); i.e., measured from the notch to
the tip, and excluding the hair at the tip:

1.

length of tragus in bats (mm); i.e., the distance
from the notch of the eai. to the tip of the tragus;

j.

length of forearm in bats (mm); i.e., the di:'tance
along the forearm from the bend of the elbow t' the
bend of the wrist;

k.

body weight in grams (gin); and

1. reproductive condition,

determined during autopsy.

Autopsies were performed after body measurements were recorded.
The scrotal area of males was inspected to determine if the
testes were in the scrotum (testes descended) or if they were not
(testes inguinal).
Females were examined for evidence of
lactation; i.e., bare area around each teat or enlarged mammary
tissue between ventral skin and ventral body wall.
The body
cavities of all collected specimens were opened to allow the
penetration of the preservative (10% formalin) and to verify
sexual identification.
Female reproductive tracts were carefully
examined for the presence of embryos.
When embryos were noted,
the number in each horn of the uterus was recorded (e.g. 2L-3R).
Preserved, numbered specimens were stored in Whiri-Pak plastic
bags or gallon jugs (larger specir9 ens).
The preservative was
later chanqed to 70% isopropyl or ethyl alcohol for long-term
storage.
All mammals collected and preserved have been deposited
in the Ball state University Mainmalogy Collection at Muncie,
Indiana.
Stomachs were removed fron all specimens by tying both ends o1:
the stomach with thread, and then cutting, tagging, and storing
them separately from the body.
For this study, all carcasses,
stomachs and embryos were stored in 10% forunalin for later
analysis.
During mammal stomach analysis, the entire stomach was removed
from the storage bag and carefully washed to remove all excess
formalin.
It was then cut along the convex edge and the contents
were emptied into a series of sieves of (in order from top to
bottom) 10 mesh, 20 mesh, and 150 mesh.
The stomach contents thus
separated were washed from each sieve into a separate petri dish
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Item
216 hours.
c for about were
at 700 percentages
dried in an oven
and
determined from these
and volume
identifications
dried samples using methods decribed by Korschgen (1962).
Items were first grouped according to plant, animal, insect, or
Identification was made to species, when
unknown components.
possible, within each of these general -•tegories by comparing
samples with the reference seed and insect parts collection and
literature sources (Delorit 1970; United States Forest Service
19168). Identifiable materials were then correlated with the
mammal from which they w;ere taken to establish at what step of
the food chain the mammal was involved.
During the October-November 1972 surrey, a more intens~ive mammal
The mammal studies were
sampling program was conducted.
conducted in the five areas (Study Areas 1, 3, 10, 11, and 12)
Field data were obtained by livetrapping,
shown in Figure 6.1-5.
by spotlighting, and by direct observation of the mammal and/or
spotlighting and observation provide only qualitative
its signs.
indices to mammal populations and incidental information.
The value of
Livetrapping provides specific information.
recapture sequence
and
mark,
a
capture,
on
depends
Uivetrapping
The
investigation.
under
mammals
the
to
respect
with
significance of such data is explained in the following
paragraphs.
The overall trapping program for the LSCS area during the fifth
sampling period lasted from November 1 to November 16, 1972.
Trapping periods for individual stations varied somewhat,
depending primarily on trapping success and available time.
Traps were allowed to lie in the field for approximately 214 hours
before the trapping program began in a given area.
Both
Two different sizes of collapsible livetraps were employed.
are sincile door models manufactured by the 'Tomahawk Live Trap
The larger trap, called raccoon
Company of Tomahawk, Wisconsirn.
size, measures 10 x 12 x 32 inches and is constructed of 12 gauge
The chipmunk size measures S x
wire fabric with 1 x 2-inch mesh.
5 x 16 inches and is constructed of 16 gauge wire fabric with a
0.5 x 1.0-inch mesh.
Four mammal traplines and one large and one small trapping grid
The larger sized livetraps were used in the
were established.
Each of these traps was
layout of three of the mammal traplines.
baited with sardines canned in soybean oil, a mixture of peanut
butter and rolled oats, carrot sections, apple slices, and
partial ears of field corn.
The smaller livetraps were used in the layout of one mammal
These smaller traps were
trapline and the small trapping grid.
All
baited with a mixture of peanut butter and roiled oats.
traps were checked each morning for 6 to 8 consecutive days.
Traps were re-baited as necessary.
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Wire handling cones, similar to those describ~ed by Si~uewer
(1943), were used car nammals captured in livetraps.
This
permitted easy and safe inspection of the captured mammals.
Each
mammal was sexed, measured for tail
and hind foot lengths, and
weighed by a spring balance scale.
With the exception of small
rodents, which were marked by toe clipping, all other captured
mammals were tagged with a numbered metal tag in each ear,
The
smaller of the tagged individuals were marked with size 1 metal
wing bands and the larqer by size 3 tags made 1'y thle National
Band and Tag Company of Newport, Kentucky.
All tagqed mammals
were released from the trapping station at which they were
captured.
Thus, recaptures at other trapping stations provided
information that was pertinent to study objectives.
Exceptions
to this procedure were made on the last day of the trapping
program for individual sampling stations when certain mammal
species were sacrificed.
The carcasses were frozen until various
tissues of each carcass could be analyzed for certain heavy metal
concentrations and pesticide residues.
The investigators conducted spotlighting surveys for three
consecutive evenings on and near the LSCS site.
They drove a
motor vehicle over a chosen route at a slow speed (10 to 20 mph)
and used a hand-held spotlight to sight mammals in the area.
The
three surveys are described in the following paragraphs.
At 9:00 p.m. on No',ember 14, 1972, the route survey beqan at the
Marseilles Bridge and extended south approximately 8.0 miles to
La Salle County (L.C,) Route 30.
The route then proceeded east
along the Illinois River floodplain on L.C. 30 and 36 for a
distance of 5.5 miles.
The route next went 2.1I miles south on
the road through Section 35, T-33-N, P-•-E and west for 2.0 miles
to the intersection common to Sections 5, 4, 8 and 9, T-32-t, R5-E.
The route then went 1.0 mile south and 1.0 mile west on
L.C. Route 30.
At this point the route ended at 10:30 p~m.
The
total survey distance was approxirmately 20 miles.
At 8:00 p.m. on November 15, the initial
route followed was
identical to the previous evening.
An additional survey extended
1.0 miles south, 3.0 miles east to Illinois River 170, .2.0 miles
north on Illinois Route t7c, and 4.0 miles west to L. C. Route
30.
At this point the route endec2 at 9:45 p, m., after
approximately 30.0 miles of survey.
At 7:00 p.m. on November 16, the survey began at the Marseilles
Bridge and followed the route established on November 14 to the
intersection common to Sections 4, 5, 8, and 9.
From this point,
the survey route went directly south to L.C. Route 6 where the
survey ended at 8:00 p.m.; an approximate total of 19.0 miles had
been surveyed.
The analysis methods described in the remainder of this
subsection were employed only with respect to opossum
livetrapping data.
This species was the only one for which
sufficient trapping data were obtained.
Density estimates of the
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derived by
sampling
various
population
opossum
on capturewhich stations
is based were
(Ricker
1958),
method for
the Schnabel.
recapture livetrapping data.
The area effectively sampled by each of the six trapping layouts
was calculated in order to obtain estimates of population

The equation A
densities for the five sampling stations.
r t was used to estimate the area effectively sampled by a

=

Ltr *

trapline; where L is the length of the trapline and r is radxus
of the home range, or distance between points of capture on

The area sampled by the
successive days (Golley et al. 1965)..
trapping grids was estimated usling the equation A =pr *r2 * A';
where p is the length of the periphery of the trapping grii and
In both equations, the
At is the area within the trapping g•id.
r is set equal to 748 feet, which is the mean radius of home
range for opossums established by Holmes and Sanderson (1965) for

forested areas in east-central Illinois.

The number of different

opossums captured in a given trapping grid or trapline is a
measure of density per units of area calculated by the formulas
above.

6.1.4.3.1.15

BirdsSre

outes

The paths of the three wildlife survey routes that were
established to gather bird data are shown in Figure 6.1-5.

The

routes and the individual stops along them are described in

the

following paragraphtt.
wildlife Survey. Route 1 traversed all four zones defined by this
survey, beginning at the Illinois River in Section 29, Township
It extended east and then south
33 N, Range 5 E (stop 1).
between Sections 28 and 29, turned west into Section 29 on County
Road 39, then south up the bluff On a dirt road in the SE 1/4 of
Stop 2 was on the dirt road at the foot of the
Section 29.
stop 3
The route vent through the NE 1I/I of Section 32.
bluff.
The
was near the center of the boundary of sections 32 and 33.
route continued east to the center of section 33, south through
center of Section 4. Stop 4 was near the center of the boundary

of sections 33 and Ii. Stop 5 was near the south edge of Section
4, Township 32 N, Range 5 E. The survey route extended west on

the icounty road between Sections 8 and 9 then turne4 south at the

Ballard farm between Sections 8 and 9 (Stop 6),

17 (StOp 7),

and Sections 20 and 21

Sections 16 and

(stop 8).

Wildlife •urvey Route 2 uias established as a controil route beyond
It was
the west and south boundaries of the cooling lake.
located so that it could be used both before and after
Stop 1 of this route was on
construction of the cooling lake,
the country road between Sections 7 and 8, Township 32 N, Range 5
The route
5, 0.5 mile north of Brookfield Presbyterian Church.
extended south 4.5 miles between Sections 17 and 18, 19 and 20,
29 and 30, 31, and 32 before turning left (east) at a jog in the
It continued east is to 41o5 miles along the south edge of
road.
Sections 32. 33. 34, and 35, ending near Illinois Highway 170.
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Wildlife
Rou .3170
extended
the fourth
pole 25,
nort of Survy
lI.l. Highway
to the from
southeast
corner utility
of section
north from there for approximately 4.5 miles, then west for about
2 milefs nnd north for approximately 0.8 miles.
The route layout
was chosen i,• anticipation of detecting changes in local bird
populations that ,.•iiaht correspond with the development of the
LSCS site.
The wildlife suivey routes were. traveled to obtain an index of
quail, pheasant, mourning dove, and other bird numbers (and
mammal. numbers).
Travel by car on each Qurvey route was begun
each day at the time of official sunrise a~. again 1 hour before
the time of oificial sunset.
Three minutes w~re spent listening
at the beginning, I mile was driven at the rate .•f 20 to 30 miles
per hour, 3 miinutes were spent stopped and observintj; this
procedure was •epeated until 1 hour had elapsed.
Thihi procedure
was repeated during the evening beginning at 1 hour before
official sunset.
Two observers were in the vehicle.
The driver noted time and
mileage and counted wildlife.
The second observer also countec•
and recorded observed wildlife.
At each stop, the numbers of
calling bobwhite males, callin~g mourning doves, and calling
pheasant males were recorded (the nui'ber of calling individuals
no__t the number of calls).
The species and numbers of birds seen
at each stop and during each mile of travel between stops were
recorded.
Weather conditiorns, including temperature, cloud
cover, and wind velocity, were recorded at the start of each
count.
This survey technique for establishing indices by singing
male call counts is well established (Bennitt 1951; Reeves 195(4;
Robertson 1958; Robbins 1960; Hanson and Kossack 1963; Robe.,
Dick and Krause 1969; Preno usi Labisky 1971).
The wildlife
survey routes were traveled for several consecutive mornings and
evenings.
A list
of birds observed on the survey routes was
compiled,
Bird sightings made during the course of other field
work on the LSCS site were added to the bird list.
In addition to using the wildlife survey routes, four bird
sampling areas were established during the October 1972 survey.
Three of these--Stations 1, 11, and 12--are equivalent to the
same-numbered mammal sampling areas.
The fourth was established
only for birds and is described below.

Special Sarnpling Station Ii is a belt transect that. parallels and
includes the area under an existing power transmission tower east
of Road L.C. 30.
The transect extends eastward to the sixth
tower, an approximate distance of 2450 feet (see Figure 6.1-5).
The transect is 200 feet wide with 100 feet on either side of the
transmission line.
The terrain is severely dissected.
There are
abrupt differences In elevation that exceed 80 feet.
The
transect is bisected by a north-flowing stream that enters South

KickapoO Creek about 1/4 mile to the north.

With the exception

of the transmission line right-of-way, Special Sampling Station
#1 supports deciduous forest vegetation.
Various oak species are
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the
principal
trees in
consists
of grasses
and the
low stand.
shrubs. Vegetation in

the right-of-way

The Forbes-Gross method of censusing birds (Forbes 1907; Graber
and Graber 1963) was modified to fit the habitat and climatic
conditions encountered.
'The success of this method depends upon

the flushing and identification of~ all birds present in the
strip. This census method employs two observers who walk in
parallel lines approximately 20 to 50 yards apart, depending on
habitat type.
The study strip was 50 yards wide. All bird•
within this area and within 100 yards in front of the observers
were recorded.
Forbes (1907) likened the census operation to "a
qigantic sweepnet 150 feet wide and 300 feet deep so drawn across
the country as to capture every bird which comes in its way; o.
•

I

A modified version of the Forbes-Gross census technique (Forbes
1907; Graber and Graber 1963) was used on mowed and unmoved
roadsides.
When the strip ran along a cultivated field (e.g.,
soybean), the entire grassy area was censused.
If a fence stood
along the edge of the field, the strip extended enough to include
the fence.
To maximize the possibility of flushing birds in

unharvested

grass cover (e.g., Station 12) and heavy woods (e.g., Special
Sampling station #1), the two observers walked in parallel
directions 20 yards apart..

Each observer was responsible for 10

yards to the inside and 7 yards to the outside,

thus making the

census strip a total of 34 yards wide. AS a guideline to assure
uniformity in recording procedures, valid species identifications
were considered to include those observations made within a
maximum distance in front of the individual observers.
This
distance was determined by the amount of cover and light factors
and seldom excceeded 30 yards.
A modification of the strip method was used to census areas
adlac.'nt to the two branches of South IKickapoo Creek within
Station I. Dur~ncx this operation, the two observers walked much
of the area, taking note of species identifications and general
bird movements.
A similar census was conducted in Station 11.
The observers also watched for 30 minutes to detect hcw many
flushed birds might return to the census area.
Collecting permits were applied for and received from the
Division of Wildlife ResOu~ree8 of the Illinois Department of
Conservation.
Pheasant (Phasianus ¢oelus) specimens were
collected in October 1972 by shotgun from Stations 1, 10, and 12.
Such stations are represent~tive of cropland, woodland, and
former pastureland habitats. some birds were skinned immediately
after collection.

In such cases,

the skins and carcasaea were

separately wrapped in aluminum foil, sealed in plastic bags, and
placed in cold storage. Othe'r whole carcasses were similarly
wrapped ana frozen.
At the end of field activities, all
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carctsses
transported
te the
Dames & Moore Laboratory in
Cincinnati,were
Ohio,
fer further
processing.
B~ecause the collected birds were shot, representative shells from
each expended box of shells were saved and labeled to correspond
with the bird collected,
This precaution was taken so that if
bioassays indicate excessively high concentrations or otherwise
suspected contamination from shot pellets, it might be possible
to analyze the shells and to provide a correction factor for
adjusting analytical results.
Whole pheasant carcasses were removed from freezer storage and
thawed just enough to permit skinning the carcass.
Extreme care
was taken to prevent contact between the feathers and flesh of
the carcasses.
The skinned carcasses were repacked in foil,
sealed in plastic, and returned to cold storage.
Subsequently,
selected carcasses were transported ir• frozen condition to the
Environmental Science and Engineering Corporation, Mt. Juliet,
Tennessee.
Contractual arrangements were made to nave the
carcasses dissected and various tissues analyzed for
concentrations of selected potentially toxic metals and pesticide
residues.
During the skinning procedure, the crops of some~ pheasants here
removed and sequentially treated in solutions of 20%, '40%, and
60% ethyl alcohol 3
The crops were then opened and the contents
removed and identified to provide an indication of pheasant food
habits during the autumn season.
Study skins of a male and female pheasant are in Storage at the
Dames & Moore Laboratory in Cincinnati.
6.1.4.3.1I.5

Reptile arad Anthropod Study Areas

Reptiles were collected as they were encountered in the field.
Collected specigmens were injected with 10% formalin (140% formalin
for turtles), cataloged, tagged, and stored in 10% formnalin.
specimens were deposited in the Ball State University Herpetology
collection, Muncie, Indiana.
Terrestrial arthropods were collected in floodplain and upland
areas in July 1971.
Terrestrial arthropods were collected in
April 1972 in four different habitats varying in topography,

soil,

and veqetation (see Figure 6. 1-4)

sampling of the major habitats in

*

These four areas were a

thc' LSCS environs.

puadrat lA, the first
habitat, was an old field in the first
staqes of plant succession.
A 100 x 50 meter (328 x 164 foot)
(0.5 hectare) quadrat was laid Out by compass and surveyors tape
aligned on a due east-west axis.
Quadrat lA had been farmed

until the fall of 1970: roughly 145% of its area was covered by

short grasses approximately 25 cm (10 inches) tall.
The
remaining area consisted of last year's pi~gweed approximately 2
meters (6.6 feet) tall.
The west end of the quladrat externded
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over
an abrupt
a ravinelogs
formed
drainage
to south
Kickapoo
Creek. slope
Some todecayin9
and by
several
intermediate
sized (15-25 cm dbh) (6-10 inches) trees were included in this
portion of the quadrat.
Quadrat 18, the second habitat, was immediately .'djacent to
Quadrat lA.
It enclosed an area of 100 x 50 meters (328 ,r 164
feet) with the long axis lai'i out on a due north-south line,
This habitat was more diverse then Quadrat lA. Quadrat lB
consisted of south Kickapoo Creek and its floodplain as well as
an old field in the southern portion.
The old field consisted of
grasses 30-40 cm (12-16 inches) high and many emall trees ran'ing
from 0.75 to 2 meters (2.6-6.S ft) high and from 2 to 5 cm (0.8-2
inches) dhh.
At the north end of thE. quadrat there were some
•.arger trees, including an oak about 1 meter (3.3 feet) dbh.
The
creek bed meandered through the quadrat, entering in the
southwest corner and leaving in the northeast corner.
puadrat 2, the third habitat, a cornfield harvested in fall 1971,
was located in Zone C on property formerly owned by August
Brickert.
A 100 x 100 meter (328 x 328 feet) (1 hectare) quadrat
was established with care being taken not to lay the quadrat
closer than 10 peters (32.8 feet) to any border of the field.
This area was flat, with a vegetative cover that consisted of
stalks from last year's corn crop and some tufts of grass.
puda
, the fourth habitat, located in the westerxi half of
Zone C, was densely wooded and heavily eroded.
A 100 x 100 meter
(328 x 328 foot) quadrat was laid Out in a due north-south line.
This area was characterized by e dense upper story covering of
oak trees and a bl~shy understory.
Organic litter
was abundant
except for somne of the slopes where erosion had exposed banks of
qravel.
There were very few plants growing on the sloping
surface of the exposed gravel beds.
Occasionally the gravel beds
had been eroded flat and supported grasses and a few small trees.
The rationale for choosing these tour habitats for extensive
sampling is as follows. The cornfield is a hibitat
representative of the agricultural monoculture that formerly
accounted for 97% of the land used in 8rookfield Township.
The
other habitat~s are representative of various stages of plant
succession from the cornfield back to the native climax hardwood
stand.
Quadrat lA, with its short grasses and pigweed, is in the
second year of plant succession, and plant diversity is still
very Jow.
There would be a single major species, pigweed, if the
quadrat were not laid out to include the grassy border.
Quadrat
18 was representative of a later stage of old field succession,
Trees were in vading t~he field.
Xn a few years, they will
dominate, and the f orbs and the grasses will be eliimnated for
lack of liqht.
Quadrat 3 represented the habitat of the native
hardwood association that can be found near the LSCS site,
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k!ost insects were collected by aerial sweep-netting.
In July
1971, insects were collected from the floodplain and the upland.
rw•o types of nets were used.
The first
was a lightweight net
with a diameter of 30 cm (12 inches) and a bag of mosquito net.
The second was a heavy duty net with a diameter of 37 cm (14.8
inches) and a bag made of muslin cloth.
On April 13, 1972, each
quadrat was swept for 30 collecting minutes each (time spent
killing and handling the specimens was not counted) by two
collectors.
Quadrat 3 was also sampled by sieving litter
through
a 26-cm (10.4-inch) diameter round sieve with a 4-ram (0.16 inch)
sieve size.
The sieve was filled with leaf litter
and shaken
over a white enamel pan.
The insects that fell into the pan were
collected in an aspirator and transferred to the killing jars.
specimens were identified in the laboratory with a Wild M5 stereo
microscope (10X-112X) and standard taxonomic keys (Borror and
Delong 1964).
The entire collection was pinned on April 14,
1972.
All voucher specimens are deposited in the Dames C Moore
collection in Cincinnati, Ohio.

6. 1. ',3.1. 6

Chemical Analyses

All samples and specimens were analyzed for chemical levels by
the Environmental Science and Engineering Corp. of Mt. Juliet,
Tennessee.
So~ils were analyzed by means of two techniques.
The sodium
carbonate fusion technique causes complete breakdown of soil
constituents, so elements are reported in total concentrations
for a given amount of soil.
By con~trast, the analytical values
for leachates obtained by extractions with 1 N acid (HCl) are
more indicative of the normal availability of the element.
The
technical procedures for these techniques are described in
Chapman and Platt (1961).
The kidneys, liver, muscle tissue, and gastro-intestinal tract of
each individual pheasant or mammal were, for the most partj
treated as separate sanples.
Sample pre-preparation entailed
conmplete dlgestioa, of .•uch snaterials in concentrated sulfuricnitric
acid solution.
Lead pellets from shot gun shells were
prepared for analysis by dissolution in concentrated nitric acid.

Concentrations of lead,

beryllium,

chromium,

cadmium,

and copper

were estimated on the Perkin-Elmer 403 Atomic Absorption
detector.
The analytical procedures followed were those outlined
in the Perkin-Eluier manual.
The mercury concentration

for solutions extracted by 1 N~ acid

(HCl) was estimated by the spraying technique (United States
Environmental Protection Agency 1972).
Total mercury in fused
soil ani in bird and mammnal specimens was assayed by the direct

combustion method (Schulart et al.
were estimated by the arsene method
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The
principles
analysis those
for organic
biocide
residues in
seil basic
extractions
are of
essentially
employed
in conducting
analyses of plant and animal tissues (Barry and Hundley 1968).

6. 1.'i.3.2

Construction St age Monitoring Program

The construction stage terrestrial monitoring program described
in the following paragraphs is part of a 5-year study that began
in 19714.
Table 6.1-11 lists the sampling schedule for this
program.
The purpose of the terrestrial monitoring program is to
determine the impact of construction operations on biotic
communities on and adjacent to the LSCS site.
These surveys
provide an assessment of the potential and existing effects of
both natural and man-induced environ.,•ental factors on these
communities.
The ecological interrelationships between major
biotic and abiotic components of the study areas are assessed.
The analysis permits an evaluation of the impact of construction
of the LSCS on the area's terrestrial ecosystem.
The ma~mmals, birds, and vegetation of the terrestrial communities
are stuldied.
Published material pertaining to the terrestrial
ecology of the region is cited and related to the present study
program.
The histories or outbreaks of any infestations,
epidemics, or catastrophes (caused by natural phenomena) that
have had a signlificant impact on regional biota are reported.
This entire study is conducted in close coopei~ation with
appropriate uniiversity, state, and federal agency personnel
(coordinated by CECo staff members).
Previous terrestrial stuldies that have been corducted in, and
adjacent to, the site area are thoroughly reviewed to ensure
monitoring continuity during preconstruction and construction
phases.
Data collected during construction monitoring are
compared to information compiled during preconstruction studies
to determine whether any changes in community composition or
structure are caused by •~atural phenomenaa or stresses associated
with site preparation and plant construction.
Surveys of avifauna are conducted seasona*.ly (see Table 6.1-11)
to determine species composition, relative abundance, and
distribution of resident and migratory game and nongame birds.
sampling methodology for each seasonal survey is described in the
following paragraphs.
Wintr su~rey of avian populations are conducted along the three
wildlife survey routes (see Figure 6.1-6).
A survey is conducted
along each individual route on 3 consecutive days.
The surveys
begin during the hour following official sunrise and the hour
preceding official sunset,
During a 3 minute period at each stop
along the route, each individual bird species observed is
recorded.
All birds observed between Stops along the survey
route are also recorded. The carrying capacity of various
habitat types for game birds is determined.
Recommendations are
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made
increasing
the atcarrying
of selected habitat
on CECo
property
the LSCScapacity
site.
types for
The carrying capacity of various habitat types at the LSCS site
for game birds and mammals is assessed during the winter survey.
The habitat value of various plant community types to wildlife is
analyzed each year following a method described by the Missouri
A
Department of Conservation (unpublished report).
representative number of sites in each habitat type is evaluated.
The derived habitat value to wildlife is the net product of the
ecological variables involved (extent of each basic component
type, interspersion of types, plant species composition and
density, food production, stage of plant succession, etc.); see
Tables 6.1-12 througqh 6.1-15.
During the spring survey, the Forbes-Gross strip census (Forbes
1907) is employed to measure bird populations at Sampling
In
Stations 1, 11, 12, and Special Area 1 (see Figure 6.1-6).
addition to the surveys at the above four locations, the ForbesGross strip survey technique is used to census avian populations
Records are kept of all
in the area of south Kickapoo Creek.
species that are encountered in the various habitat types and the
To facilitate the compilation
distance traveled in each habitat.
of quantitative data on the area censused and the density of
birds per unit area, the census strips are essentially straightline routes.
Avian species are also censused along the three wildlife survey
Three surveys are
routes (see Figure 6.1-6) during the spring.
Survey methodology along the routes
performed along each route.
In addition,
is similar to that described for the winter survey.
Two
auditory counts are performe~d at each stop along the route.
of the survey routes are combined and extended to a length of 20
miles.
At 1-mile intervals along this route, 2-minute auditory
Sight counts of
counts of pheasants and bobwhites are made.
mourning doves are also performed along the entire length of the
route.
Information obtained from this survey is compared to data
compiled by Preno and Labisky (1971).
A similar game inventory
is cOnducted each year by Illinois Department of Conservation
personnel in La Salle County.
TIhe summer survey is identical to the sprlig survey just
described.
Fall surveysZ of avian populations are conducted along the~three
survey methodology
wildlife survey routes (see Figure 6.1-6).
and frequency are similar to that described under the winter
Emphasis is placed on determining the extent to which
survey.
migratory waterfowl use the LSCS site area.
As the cooling lake
the number of waterfowl using this new water
starts to fill,
Counts will be
source will be determined by spatial censuses.
made of the number of waterfowl in a cqpecified area at a given
point in time.
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on determining
is placed avifauna
each seasonal
During
indicator
of the following
status emphasis
populati.onsurvey,
the general
species: ring-necked pheasant 1 bobwhite, red-tailed hawk, roughTO the extent
legged hawk, peregrine falcon, and bald eagle.
possible, any non-lethal, physiological and behavioral responses
of important avian species that may be caused by construction
activities are documented.
General observations of birds are made throughout all phases of
Records of their distribution and habitat preference
field work.
are maintained.
To establish whether chemical stresses may be affecting selected

avian species, ring-necked pheasants widll be collected once in

1977 and analyzed for selected pesticides and the following trace
metals: arsenic, beryllium, cadmium, copper, lead, mercury, and
Organs and tissues excised for analyses will include
vanadium.
the kidney, liver, and muscle.

Mammal surveys are conducted seasonally according to the schedule
in Table 6.1-11.

mammal populations are surveyed along
su•
Counts of
t~he three wildlife survey routes (see Figure 6.1-6).
animals 4iiong the routes provide seasonal population abundance
Attention is'centered on cottontail rabbits since this
trends.
species is more active than many other mammals during the winter
season, survey methodology and frequency along the wildlife
surve' routes is identical to that described under the winter
survey for avifauna.
During the wite

Ina addition to the mammal censuses along the wildlife survey

routes, estimates of fox squirrel and gray squirrel abundance are
derived from time area counts (Preno and Labisky 1971) in five
wooded habitats on,

or adjacent to, the LSCS site.

The carrying capacity of major habitat types for mammals is
assessed by means of the method described under the winter survey
for birds.
mammals are again censused along the
During the sprir.uve•
Small- and medium-sized mammals
three wi~ldlife survey routes.
are cenaused to evaluate species composition, relative abundance,
and distribution by live trapping at Sampling Stations 1, 3, 11,
and 12 (see Pigure 6.1-6).
At each trapping station,

30 medium-sized Tomahawk live traps and

50 Sherman live traps (3 x 3-1/2 x 9 inches) are set at standard
To the extent possible,
intervals along established grid lines.
All traps are
the larger traps are placed in animal runways.
either baited with a standard bait that is accepted by all

mammals that may be captured at the LSCS site or are left

Some mammals are attracted to certain baits while
unbaited.
others are repelled by them. A standard mixture of peanut butter
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and
rolled
accepted
by a majority
is used
as oats,
bait inreadily
the Sherman
traps.
Traps are ofsetsmall
for animals,
a
minimum of 5 to 6 consecutive nights and checked once daily.
Captured animals are toe clipped or ear tagged with monel bands
and their reproductive condition is assessed.
Prior to release,

appropriate body measurements are taken and the sex and weight of
each individual is recorded.
Habitat preference, population
trends, age structure, survivorship, residence, reproductive

rates, and catchability of small mammual species is evaluated.
Selected population parameters, i.e. population density and
survival, are determ~ied by means of methods outlined by Ovreton
(1971).

Summersuvey censuses along the wildlife survey routes and
trapping effort are identical to those described under the spring
survey. In addition, at least six rectangular l/5O-acre plots,
12 by 72.6 feet, as described by Van Etten and Bennett (1965),
are selected at random near the perimeter of the river corridor
for deer pellet counts.
The exact location of plots depends upon
access to private property. The corners of each plot are marked
by oak stakes.
During the summer survey, these plots are cleared

of all pellet groups.

Deer-pellet groups are counted and removed

100 days after the plots are cleared.

Fall survey censuses along the wildlife survey routes are
identical to those described under the winter survey. Counts are
made of pellet groups in each of the 1/50-acre plots 100O days
after they are cleared.
During each phase of field work, records are kept of all
observations of resident or migratory mammals and/or their signs
(tracks, scats, burrows, etc.). The following mammals have been
designated indicator species at the LSCS site: white-tail deer,
opossum, raccOon, and deer mouse.
Throughout the construction
period, special consideration has been given to these indicator

species, their population density and distribution, habitat
usage, and behavioral responses so that an accurate assessment of
any adverse impacts can be made.
As previously stated in the avifauna sectiOn, trace metal and
pesticide analyses of animal organs and tissues will be made
during the fall survey in 1977. Cottontail rabbits, opossums,
and raccoons will be collected and analyzed for selected
pesticides and metals (as outlined in the fall survey for
avifauna).
The results of these analyses will be compared to the
levels obtained during the baseline study and other published
data.

A selected number of small mammals from the four sampling
stations are sacrif iced, during the spring and summer surveys to

determine food habits•, Feeding habits of mammalian species may
be influenced by construction activities.. Materials and methods
used in food habit analyses are similar to those described by
Korschqena (1971),
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weights,
characteristics,
and general
bodyare
con-'
ditions ofreproductive
mammals collected
at each sampling
station
compared in order to determine differences between mammals
relatively close to or relatively distant from construrtion
zones.
Aerial photo surveys of construction
the vegetation section, are arranged
intervals so that airplane counts of
on and adjacent to the LSCS site can

activities, as outlined in
at appropriate time
deer and waterfowl in areas
be made.

The vegetation suvy
are described below.
On the basis of
field observations and quarter method analysis (Cottam and Curtis
1956) during the first site study (Faibruary 1974), the river
corridor is examined to determine the number and composition of
trees to be removed in the corridor area.
After the corridor is
cleared, the ecotone at the perimeter of the corridor is
monitored annually in August at three stations.
successional
development is documented with photographs (see Table 6.1-11).
These stations (see Figure 6.1-1) are:
a.

flood plain,

b.

wooded bluff,

c.

grassy area near the plant site.

and

Aerial photo surveys of construction activities in the vicinity
of the site are used to determine the disturbance effects on
vegetation, land use, soils, and habitat distribution and
successional development.
Aerial photographs were taken by a
commercial photographer during February or March 19714 and will be
taken during the same period in 1978.
NALCO personnel are taking
aerial photos of the site area during 1975, 1976, and 1977.
Any
changes in the physical-biotic or plant-anlima3. relationships will
be documented.
Aerial surveys are made in conjunction with
wildlife investigations.
Vegetation within these three selected
plant communities is sampled quantitatively to determine the
frequency of occurrence, density, basal area, and coverage of
individual species.
The vegetational structure to be sampled
includes trees, shrubs, f orbs, and grasses.
Importance values of
individual tree species are computed (Curtis and Mcintosh 1951).
Primary production of the communities is computed by the harvest
method (Whittaker 1961 and ovington et al. 1963) on the first
survey and alternating annual surveys thereafter.
Community
turnover rates are calculated annually.
In order to maintain uniformity, the sampling methodology closely
follows the methodology used in previous studies of the area
(Dames S MOoie 1973).
Permanent circular plots, each 1400 in t in
area, are employed at most stations to analyse woody species over
14 inches dbh. There are three such plots in stations 3-A and 1O|
two plots in Station 155 and one plot in Stations 1-A. 1-B, and
1-C. There is no plot in Station 5.
Pive nested subplots, each
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10 m2 in area,
are used stages,
to sample
all otherof woody
and herbaceous
species.
Successional.
autecology
dominant
species,
and their commercial. significance are assessed in each of the
communities.
If present, rare species or habitat types are
assessed and documented.
Nomenclature follows Gleason (1968).
6. 1.*5

Rai~oloqicaljMonitoring

The preoperational. radiological monitoring program planned for
the LSCS was described in the CPS-ER.
The ,monitoring program
presently planned incorporates some changes in sample collection
and anailysis that have been made to obtain more useful data.
The
area to be monitored is essentially the same as that described in
the CPS-ER (see Subsection 4. 5.2).
In accordance with CE~o's committment to start its preoperational
radiological monitoring program at least 18 months before
coimiercial operation, monitoring began in July 1976.
The
preoperational monitoring program provides measurements of
natural background and other raaiation sources, such as fallout,
that are external to LSCS.
This program will continue until the
plant loads nuclear fuel and the operational-phase monitoring
program begins. Details of the proposed monitoring program
appear below.
6.1.5.1

Sampling Media,

Locations,

and Frecluency

Table 6.1-16 presents the preoperational radiological sampling
program contemplated for the LSCS.
The media to be sampled
include the most important dose pathways.
Air sampling stations
and dairies that may be in the program are shown in Figure 6.1-8.
Air sampling sites were selected on the basis of population and
site meteorological conditions.
Surface and well water sampling
sites are shown in Figure 6.1-9.
Environmental samples will be
collected at those locations and with those frequencies specified
in the technical specifications.
6.1.5.2

Data Analysis,_
Presentation

Analytical Sensitivity,

and Data

The samples will be analyzed by radiochemical methods that are
similar to those procedures of the USERDA Health and Safety
Laboratory (Harley 1972), the United States Public Health Service
(1967), and the procedure for measuring 1-131 in milk suggested
by the United States N~uclear Regulatory Commission (1973).
Except where otherwise noted, a germanium-lithium (GeLi) system
will be used for making all gamma spectral analyses.
These
methods achieve the analytical sensitivities listed in Table

6.1-17.
Por most sample media,

variations in

radioactivity levels or

concentrations from month to month or from year to year are not
expected to be due solely to random processes.
That is, they
will riot be describable by a normal distribution function.
6. 1-56~
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TABLE 6.1-10
5MAMML STUDY AREAS USED DURIUG THE TERRESTRIAL
BASELINE SURVEY AT THE TJSCS SITE

NUMBER OF AREA
1

SAMPLING PERIOD UTILIZEDa

1, 2,

3,

4,

2

2,

3,

4

3

1, 2,

4

2,

3,

4

5

2~, 3,

4

6

3,

4

7

3

8

3:~

5

5

1

9

I

10
11

5
5

12

5

a Sampling period numbers refer to1

July )971

2

Decembek• 1971

3

April

4

July 1972

5

Octo~ber-N4ovember 19)72

197?2
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TABLE 6.1I-li
SUT4NARY SAM4PLIN.; SCHEDULE FOR TUE CONSTRUCTION PHASE TERRESTRIAL
MflN•TORING PROGRAM AT THE LSCS SITE FROM SEPTEMBER 1973 TO DECEMBER 1978

1973

_PHAEI
1974 COnSTRUcTiON1975

Mammalis
RVi

fauna

Vegetation

*

*

1976

CONSTRUCTION PHASE I I
1978
1977
J FMAMJJAS ON D
J FMAMJJAS OND
X

XX

x

x

X

X

x

X x

*

-,j

0

0

A Survey
Class
Surveys.

-

Trapping,

x

Class B Survey

-

Wildlife Survey Routes (3) only.

Wild~ife Survey Routes (3),

Specimen Collection,

and Forbes-Gross

Aerial Phbto Survey of Construction Aictivities on Site and Documentation of Successional
Species on River Access Corridor.
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TABLE 6.1-12
TECHNIQUES USED TO CALCULATE THE VALUE OF

DIFFERENT HABITATS TO WILDLIFE

DENS ITY

Ocular estimate of degree of density.
Ocular estimate of relative shrub density
under trees and/or herbaceous vegeitation
under shrubs or trees.

-

UNDERSTORY

-

PLANT SPECIES IMPORTANCE FOR WILDLIFE

-

Importance from the standpoint of food and/or
cover - some degree of value will be governed
by ocular estimate of species composition and
relative abundance of species having value to
wildlife as food or cover.
INTERSPERSION
GRAZING

-

Evaluation ,A the interspersion of vegetative
types in the grid area being evaluated.
Degree of grazing at time of inspection.

-

NUMERICAL RATING OF HABITAT VALUES
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
COMPUTATION OP HABITAT VALUES

-

9

-

10

6,-7-8
3-4-5
1 -2

-

Habitat values are means calculated from a
series of evaluations conducted in similar
randomly selected habitats.
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TADLE 6.1-13
DEC IDUOUS .FOREST HABI!TAT EVHLUAT ION GUiDELiNES

COMIPONENTS

ACRES

DENSITY

UNDERSTORY

(Heavy. •o
(Sparse
to dense; €pcn)
Woody
Vegetati.on
Trees
Shrubs-

Herbaceous
Vegetati~on
o3
-I

Native Graases
and Forbes
Cultivated Grasses
a'.rd 1Tegumes
SCultivated Grain
arFd Seed
•ild Annuals
Marsh Plants

PLAN'T SPECIES
IMPORTANCE
i'OR WILDLIFE

(Excellent
to poor)
Food Cover

INTER•PERSIO'
IMPORTANCE 0?
VEGETATIVE
TYPES FO!•
WILDLIFE

(Excellent
to 0.or)

DEGREE OF
GRAZING

(None to
Heavy)

RATING

WEIGHT
VALUE

LSCS-ER (OLS)

TABLE 6.1-14
PRAIRIE-PASTURE

HABITAT EVALUATION

GUI DELINES

VALUE

COMPON ENTS
Excel lent

9

-

10

Good

6

-

7 -8

Pa i

Poor

1 - 2

Plant Species
Grasses (variety)
Porbs (variety)
Woody
Land Use Practices
Pasture
Hay Meadow
Idle
Calculated Habitat Value
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TABLE 6.1-15
CROPLAND HABITAT EVALUATION GUIDELINES
COMPONENTS

VALUE
Excelient
9-1.0

Good
6-7-8

Fair
3-4-5

Poor
1-2

Degree of Wildlife Utilization

Airount of Cover (ditches

-

fences)

Food source
Annual
Agricultural
Fall Plowing

Production
Mating
Brooding

Calculated Habitat Value
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